The development of self-adaptive software has attracted a lot of attention. Decentralization is an effective way to manage the complexity of modern self-adaptive software systems. However, there are still tremendous challenges remained in decentralized self-adaptive systems. One major challenge is to guarantee the achievements of both local goals and global goals. Another challenge is to ensure the performance of the systems operating in highly dynamic environments with existence of internal changes. To solve these problems, we introduce an integrated system framework combining self-adaptive mechanisms with decentralization features, with a formal modeling method based on stochastic timed automata to allow the system to be analyzed and verified. Timed computational tree logic is used to specify the system properties and then stochastic simulations in a dynamic environment are conducted to study system performance. The whole approach is illustrated and evaluated with a motivation example from practical applications in UAV emergency mission scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Current society extensively relies on software systems to achieve specific goals. However, achieving these required goals of software systems is a tremendous challenge [1] since there are lots of uncertainties that the developer cannot fully understand during design time, and the changing environment and system goals lead to costly reconfiguration and timeconsuming maintenance tasks [2] . Therefore, there is a high demand for managing complexity reduction to achieve desired goals within a reasonable cost, in a timely manner.
Self-adaptation is generally considered as one of the most promising approaches to manage the uncertainties of modern software systems since it enables a system to adapt itself autonomously to internal and environmental dynamics to achieve particular goals including performance, security, fault management, etc [31] . Self-adaptive software means that a system should be self-awareness [28] [29] (i.e., the system is aware of its own states and behaviors) and context-awareness (i.e., the system realizes its environment context) [3] .
Decentralization is an effective way to design and manage the complexity [37] and a trend for increasingly complicated modern software systems [4] . There are two main characteristics of decentralized systems. Constituent subsystems are autonomous, which implies that their behaviors and interactions are not coordinated by any centralized facilities. However, autonomous subsystems should exhibit individual behaviors to achieve their local goals, but also exhibit coherent behaviors to achieve global goals of the whole system, while eliminate conflicts by interacting with others. This paper is focusing on decentralized self-adaptive systems whose behaviors and objectives have to be synthesized from the interactions of autonomous constituent subsystems [12] .
Two fundamental challenges related to decentralized selfadaptive systems [5] [32] have not been resolved thoroughly so far. Firstly, a decentralized self-adaptive system requires the ability to provide evidence regarding the satisfaction of the system's local and global goals. Second, the system needs to be able to maintain satisfactory performance as well as facilitate predictions of its adaptability under both environmental changes and unexpected changes within the system itself. These challenges can be found in many practical applications. Unmanned aerial vehicles (abbr. as UAVs) are an excellent potential use case. Commonly known as drones, they are usually deployed in smart cities and arranged as a whole decentralized self-adaptive system to carry out tasks, such as photogrammetry, environment hazards monitoring, and traffic management [22] . People have some expectations (or goals), such as whether the system can explore the entire space and search all targets in a given time under a changing environment, and whether the system is still adaptive when some UAVs crash or run out of batteries. Analogous problems can be found in several UAV-involved systems [23] [24] . This paper comes up with a novel approach to current challenges. First, we introduce an integrated framework for combining the commonly used self-adaptive mechanisms (i.e., MAPE closed loop) with decentralization features. In the framework, separation of concerns and modularization are applied to decompose and model each decentralized selfadaptive subsystem into several low-coupling components. Meanwhile, timed automata, together with stochastic and nonlinear dynamical features, are adopted to model different components of a decentralized subsystem and its environment. Thus, the system and its adaptation behaviors can be analyzed and verified entirely. Then, the primary goals to be verified are specified by using TCTL (timed computational tree logic), which extends computational tree logic with discrete time variables and time constraints. Meanwhile, the adaptation performances (mainly about the satisfactions of the global goals' achievements) of a decentralized self-adaptive system in a dynamic environment are evaluated by simulations. In this work, we adopt a statistical model checking tool to verify the adaptation properties by executing the formal models specified in timed automata and further carry out the simulations for studying the performance.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation example extracted from a scenario involving fully autonomous and decentralized UAVs. Section 3 introduces the overview of our approach. Section 4 presents decentralized self-adaptive architecture. Section 5 specifies behaviors using timed automata. Section 6 illustrates the evaluation methods with experimental results through simulation runs. Section 7 details some related work and the final section makes some concluding remarks on this paper and points out our future work.
II. MOTIVATION EXAMPLE
To illustrate our work on decentralized self-adaptive systems we introduce an example enlightened from the case study in [30] throughout the paper. In this scenario, communication infrastructure is disabled in a city due to disasters. Autonomous UAVs are dispatched to increase the security of the district. Naturally, UAVs can move in the city environment in specific ways by utilizing global knowledge of the city map, and local knowledge of neighboring safety information, and interacting with other UAVs.
Fig. 1. One configuration of a district
The district is divided into several similarly sized grids and its safety is synthesized from the safeties of all grids in the district. Drones are located in some grids at a time and move in four possible directions (North, South, West and East). The safety of a grid (measured by SafetyValue) consists of three different factors. One is the hazard level of that district (denoted by a changing variable HazardIndex, abbr. as HI), and the other two factors are related to the time that a drone spends and the number of intervals between two drones in a grid (denoted by TimeUnit and IntervalNum, respectively). With the increasing TimeUnit of inspection by different drones in that grid, the SafetyValue of that grid will be promoted. However, the effect of the inspection will be weakened if no drone is in that grid during an interval. The SafetyValue can be expressed by the equation below, and k1, k2 and k3 are the weights representing different impacts of factors. SafetyValue = k1*TimeUnit -k2*HI -k3*IntervalNum Fig.1 visualizes a possible configuration of a district. The current HI in the district is 6. The global goal of the UAV system is to promote the SafetyValue of all grids in the district to exceed a certain threshold. To accomplish this the different subsystems, the drones, must avoid collisions and coordinate with each other to achieve the global goal as soon as possible.
The task of each individual drone is to collect information in the grid until the SafetyValue of that grid achieves the expected value. To simplify the motivation example, we consider that the number of images a drone collects is equivalent to the amount of information required, and the number of pictures is constituted by the monitoring duration of that grid (denoted by TimeUnit as mentioned before and abbr. as U) and the frequency of collecting images in one TimeUnit (denoted by Frequency and abbr. as F). Each drone needs to dynamically adjust: (a) whether or not collect information at present (b) the configuration of Frequency and TimeUnit if collecting information is required according to the uncertain changes in HI and SafetyValue of the grid that the drone locates, in order to meet its local goal as well as the quality-of-service requirements (or constraints). These system requirements are detailed as below (all the w* below are different weights): R1(throughput): the number of images a drone collects has an upper threshold related to HI. T is the throughput of the information collection expressed by F * U for a grid.
T <= w1*HI+w2
R2(Accuracy): the accuracy of information (denoted by A and A=w3*F+w4*U) collected by a drone for a grid should be higher than a certain threshold, which is also related to current environment HI.
A >= w5*HI+w6 R3(Cost): If requirements R1 and R2 are satisfied by multiple information collecting configurations, the drone should choose one of these configurations that can minimize the cost function. C is the cost and E is the energy consumed per TimeUnit (E=w9*F+w10).
C = w7*E+w8*A -1
The local goal of a drone is to collect the required amount of information with minimized cost for the grid in need by setting different values of the parameters TimeUnit and Frequency.
Smart cities where decentralized UAVs operate are highly dynamic and uncertain. The main uncertainties of the environment we consider are the changes of HI. For example, in a fire scenario, the fire size and its propagation are changing over time, resulting the value of HI of a district varies from 0 (fully safe) to 10 (fully dangerous). Also, each drone needs to take other drones' behaviors into account. So, the movement directions of a drone cannot be totally predicted until the run time stage. Therefore, the directions of the drones' movement are uncertain. Each direction, North, South, East and West should be treated with different probabilities according to the distribution of other drones. Fig.2 provides an overview of our approach, which is based on modeling and simulation and is divided into three phases. Modeling provides an effective and rigorous foundation for verifying the self-adaptive behaviors whilst simulation implements a compromised and intuitive method to foresee and validate the adaptability of self-adaptive software with less memory and time cost.
III. APPROACH OVERVIEW

Fig. 2. Approach overview
Phase one: Analyze and design the components through modularizing the decentralized self-adaptive system and the interactions among the components. While implementing a decentralized self-adaptive system, apart from analyzing those application-specific components of the system, we take into account the decentralization of subsystems and the commonly used implementation mechanisms of adaptive systems (e.g., the MAPE framework) as well. The paper introduces the separation of concerns to architect a decentralized self-adaptive system in order to integrate application, decentralization and adaptation features into a uniform implementation framework.
Phase two: Specify formally the (stochastic) behaviors and interactions between entities in both system and environment. Both components of the decentralized self-adaptive systems and different aspects of the environment have their own behaviors. Components will communicate with one another as well as the environment. By using timed automata with stochastic transitions, the behaviors and interactions occurring can be represented formally and then the time effects arising from execution of the decentralized self-adaptive system can be inferred rigorously.
Phase three: Define the local goals of subsystems and global goals of the whole decentralized self-adaptive system formally, and evaluate the performance and adaptability of the system by simulation. The system goals are specified as Timed Computational Tree Logic (TCTL) properties, such as safety, reachability, and liveness. These can be verified automatically. To evaluate the performance of adaptability under unexpected changes within the system itself, this paper adopts statistical model-checking (SMC) to study the performance of a system in a given stochastic environment, by performing stochastic simulation runs through timed automata designed in the preceding phases.
If the analysis results are not reasonable or some necessary global properties cannot be satisfied, it could trace back to the initial design of the whole system and adjustments or modifications in the responsible partitions may be required. More details will be introduced with the motivation example in the following sections.
IV. DECENTRALIZED SELF-ADAPTIVE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
According to the principle of separation of concerns [6] , our approach separates the environment from the self-adaptive system and communications among components from local behaviors of components in the subsystems. Regarding the environment, it is impractical to model everything about the environment in advance and maintain the environment model in a decentralized system. However, if the environment and decentralized system are modeled separately, the only adjustment is very likely related to the environment while the decentralized system maintains the status quo. In a self-adaptive system, adaptive behaviors are achieved by implementing the four components' activities in a closed MAPE loop (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, Execution). The Monitoring part collects, aggregates, and filters information from the environment. The Analysis part analyzes the information and identifies the configurations that can achieve the system's goals. The Planning module encloses the strategy of constructing the actions needed for better achieving the goals. During the execution, the adaptation strategy is enacted on the system. However, to achieve the global goals, the autonomous subsystems in the decentralized system not only take actions independently but also interact with others to exhibit coherent behaviors. Therefore, in a decentralized self-adaptive system, a new framework combining the features of the MAPE closed loop for adaptive behaviors with the communication and coordination for decentralization is shown in Fig.3 . The Perception Module interacts with the different concerns in the changing environment. The Communication Module is responsible for collecting information from other subsystems in the decentralized system. In the Conduct Module, different MAPE loops are separated according to concerns by different goals. In this decentralized self-adaptive system, local goals and global goals have different information resources and are handled differently. The contexts for local goals are more likely only associated with the changing environment while the contexts for global goals are also interrelated with the system itself, which means global goals should take local behaviors of other subsystems into account. And the execution components of different MAPE loops in the Conduct Module will be filtered into the Communication Module for more coherent behaviors between the decentralized subsystems. Fig. 4 . Architecture of the UAV system and its environment
In the motivation example mentioned previously, the decentralized self-adaptive system is composed of several drones (i.e., subsystems of the decentralized self-adaptive system) and each drone is further divided into three modules, as shown in Fig.4 . The Perception Module contains one component HIConcern, since this is the only concern of the environment in this specific example. The Communication Module is associated with two components, DroneDetector and ResponseComponent, providing the functionality to detect the information from other subsystems (i.e., drones) and provide its own information to others respectively. The Conduct Module is segmented into two parts, one focuses on the local goal consisting of three components, LocalAnalyzer, LocalPlanner and LocalExecutor, while the other one pays attention to the global goal comprising two components, GlobalA&P and GlobalExecutor.
V. BEHAVIORS MODELED BY USING TIMED AUTOMATA
A modeling formalism for a decentralized self-adaptive system should allow the representation of uncertain behaviors of the system and communications among its subsystems. It should also be able to reason about the time effects arising from concurrent executions of subsystems involved in the decentralized system.
The model of timed automata [25] is one of the prominent classical formalisms for describing behaviors of real-time systems [38] . A timed automaton (TA) with inputs and outputs is defined as a seven tuple TA = (Q, q0, X, I, O, T, Inv). Q is a finite set of locations (or states as in a finite state automaton).
q0 belongs to Q and it is the initial location. X is the finite set of clocks. I and O represent input events and output events, respectively. Inv are functions that define invariants correspondingly to states. T is the set of transitions and T ⊆ Q × I O × B(X) × 2 X × Q, where B(X) is the set of Boolean constraints involving clocks of the form x#C (x X, # {<, ≤, =, ≥, > } and C is an integer constant). To describe stochastic behaviors in timed automata, a probability transition function
:I O T
[0,1] is introduced to extend timed automata. Suppose Tq is the non-empty set of transitions starting from q, then for all q ∈ Q, ∑ ( , ) = 1 . Given the state q and event a, probabilities of different transitions can be represented by the probability weights according to their proportions. Fig.5 is an example of timed automaton with stochastic behaviors and it specifies the environment concern in the running example. This automaton has 9 states, Initial, ReadyState, etc. Initial is the initial state of this automaton, and has one clock variable, i.e., TimeUnit. From Initial to ReadyState, the assignment expressions "TimeUnit=0" and "num=1" are internal events. In the automaton, input events (whose identifiers are followed by ?) receives signals whilst output events (whose identifiers are followed by !) emits signals by binary channels or broadcasting channels. A guard is a conjunction of Boolean constraints that triggers transitions. For example, "district_safe_enough()==false" "TimeUnit==Interval*num" control the transition from WaitTimeTrigger to SystemGoal. Transitions can happen only when the guard expression is valid or when the time clock satisfies the Boolean constraints. Since the environment is volatile, which means that the value of HI might change over time, a weighted transition is adopted as probability weight in this automaton. From HIVariation to HIRemain, HIIncrease and HIDecrease, all the transition weights are the same (i.e., 1), which means that each transition has 33.3% (resulting from 1/(1+1+1)) probability proportion. Interested reader can refer to the work [7] for complete description on stochastic timed automata. To analyze and verify the decentralized self-adaptive drone system in the motivation example of UAV Emergency Response Scenario, each component of the system is modeled as automata with stochastic transitions as shown in Fig. 6 . Given the space limitation, these components will only be introduced briefly.
EnvMonitor inspects the status of the current grid. Whether the local adaptive behaviors can be triggered (i.e., PlanRoute) depends on the changes in the environment (i.e., changes on HI). LocalAnalyzer calls the function analyze_opt_config to find possible configurations that satisfy the Throughput and Accuracy requirements, and then emits the signal StartPlan to request Planner for best measurement parameters. LocalPlanner is responsible for reading acceptable configurations from the analyzer component (i.e., read_opt_configs()) and local goals (i.e., read_local_goals()) predefined on the file through functions, and generating the best adaptation plan and updating the parameters. LocalExecutor enacts the drone's execution of rescuing work (i.e., update_grid_state()).Finally it emits the signal PlanRoute to trigger the global part.
DroneMonitor sets up communication and acquires other drones' information by emitting and receiving signal
DroneDrone. Signal PlanRoute will be emitted to plan for movement if potential collision exits. Otherwise the signal DetectEnv will be emitted to local part for environment monitoring.
ResponseComponent represents the communication between two drones. Note that when the signal DroneDrone is emitted back to the caller, the information of the called drone will be sent back through the function send_info(). GlobalA&P analyzes and plans the direction a drone should take for the next step. The probabilities of moving toward four directions (North, South, West, East) will be updated taking the positions of other drones into account. GlobalExecutor: This automaton enacts the drone's execution of movement when its duration in a grid is over. According to the timed automata with stochastic behaviors described above, Fig.7 shows the interactions between all components of a subsystem. In the figure, signal messages sent/received between the components are labeled on arrowed lines. All the components can be synchronized through binary channels between two automata or broadcasting channels among corresponding multi automata.
VI. EVALUATION
This section presents the evaluation of our framework and models based on separation of concerns and modularization. We start with the description of the evaluation method for local goals and global goals. Next, we detail our experimental results and conclude with a discussion.
A. Evaluation Method
To ensure a decentralized self-adaptive system satisfies its primary local and global goals under the changing environment, we use a subset of Timed Computational Tree Logic (TCTL) to specify the adaptation goals formally so that the goals can be verified and analyzed based on timed automata.
TCTL is an extension of Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [8] , a branching-time logic with tree-like structure in which the future is nondeterministic and any branch might be an actual path that will be realized. TCTL is composed of state formulae and path formulae. A state formula φ involves a single state and it is to assert whether φ holds or not in that state, whilst a path formula φ is to assert whether φ holds over a path. TCTL path formulae can be used to specify some specific properties of a system, such as safety, reachability and liveness.
After specifying system properties using TCTL, we now introduce Statistical model-checking (SMC) [9] as an analysis technique to study the property performance of the system in a given stochastic environment. Due to the features of large memory requirement, many realistic models are untreatable in model checking. SMC, bypasses decidability issues and removes the need to store the state space. This is a nicely complement to the model-checking method and could actually work in large decentralized systems that cannot be expressed or checked with classical model-checking.
SMC is a method for calculating the likelihood of the occurrences of certain events during the execution of a system through enough simulation runs to reach the confidence level. SMC generates finite trajectories through discrete-event stochastic simulation from a given model within a bound for the desired level of approximation. For all optional behaviors at every moment, each simulation run picks up one path stochastically according to optional paths' probabilities and returns 'yes' or 'no', indicating whether or not the model satisfies the specification for that run. SMC can deal with two main problems. One is the threshold problem, regarding whether the probability measure of a query meets the bound. The other is the estimation problem, regarding what the measurement probability of a certain query is. Through these simulation runs, the approximate answer of whether a property can be reasoned about from the given model will be given with a bounded error probability to the threshold problem while an approximate estimate of a probability is given to the estimation problem.
Before detailing experimental results, we introduce a tool for testing the running example and the method, UPPAAL-SMC [39]. It is a stochastic and statistical model checking tool that could handle real-time systems and estimate nondeterministic problems. In UPPAAL-SMC, the approximate answer to the estimation problem can be estimated by the following query format: Pr[bound](φ), where bound is a constraint expression, φ is the state formula. Interested reader can refer to the UPPAAL-SMC tutorials [10] for a complete description.
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
We now present how to evaluate the decentralized selfadaptive system qualitatively and quantitatively with the methods mentioned above. The qualitative evaluations include the model correctness and the satisfactions of both local and global goals. For quantitative evaluation, we mainly focus on analyzing the satisfaction of global goal achievement of the system that how much degree of performance can be raised with each added subsystem. This could be measured thanks to statistical results from SMC.
The scenario challenges, ensuring primary local and global goals under changing environments, could be settled by verifying the properties specified by TCTL. For the local goals part, the correctness of models can be verified through (but not limited to) the following example properties:
A EnvMonitor[id].StartAnalyzeState implies
RescuingExecutor [id] .FinishPlan which mean that a drone should always be aware of changing environment. When a drone detects that a change occurs, the analyze segment should always lead to a new plan in response to the new environment. This can be specified as a liveness property.
For the global goals part, the correctness of the models and the assurance of the global goals can be verified through following properties:
A Environment.SystemGoal which means that the drones system will finally reach its global system goal. Specifically, all the drones cooperate together to promote the SafetyValue of the whole district to a certain level.
For this motivation example, the global goal can be satisfied via verification of reaching the SystemGoal state. It is quite intuitive that better performance is followed with more drones in the system. The quantitative evaluation will focus on the contribution of each new subsystem to the whole system performance. The probability query in SMC is shown below, to estimate how long (or how many TimeUnits) it takes to reach system global goal. Each TimeUnit could be mapped to the time in reality. The threshold is set to 10000 in order to sweep up all the possible values of this clock variable.
Pr[TimeUnit<=10000]( Environment.SystemGoal)
The statistical results displayed by probability distribution and cumulative probability diagrams are shown in Fig. 8 , from 3 drones to 5 drones, respectively. The probability distribution links each value of TimeUnit of a statistical experiment with its probability of occurrence. The sum of probability is 0.038 as a typical example for all TimeUnit locating in interval [430-465] with 3 drones in system. Cumulative probability refers to the probability that TimeUnit is less than or equal to a value on the x-axis. One example is that the probability of TimeUnit less than or equal to 550 is around 0.54 with 3 drones. The vertical red line, average line, represents the needed TimeUnit to reach a half of cumulative probability. Upper limit and lower limit lines are approximate bounded values based on statistical result and probability uncertainty. These diagrams show the degree of accomplishment of system goal (i.e., decreased time) for each added subsystem. For example, the average increased performance from 3 to 4 drones is up to a quarter with 135 TimeUnits (around 540 for 3 drones and 305 for 4 drones) The other challenge predicting the self-adaptability under changing internal structures (e.g., the number of drones arranged in the district varies) as well as maintaining satisfactory performance of the system itself would be overcome. Specifically, two concretized questions based on the quantitative evaluation are present to rephrase this challenge. Q1: Given the time constraints and a probability threshold, what is the minimum number of drones to make the probability exceed this threshold? (e.g., given maximum TimeUnit 350, 5 drones are at least to be deployed to reach probability constraint 0.9 since 4 drones can only reach 0.66. When some UAVs crash or run out of batteries, it is necessary to redeploy and keep 5 drones active to ensure the system performance.) Q2: Given the number of drones and time constraints, what is the probability that the whole district is safe enough? (e.g., the district is in a safe condition with 82 percent of confidence after 4 drones searching and rescuing around 400 TimeUnits. The effects of the deployment choice should and can be evaluated by comparing and analyzing these statistical results from the diagrams.)
We have demonstrated that by using the integrated framework and processes of the approach, powerful system reasoning with the satisfaction of system goals could be supported for the motivation example. The experimental results of performance and adaptability could be used as reference for arrangement planning of UAVs before actual deployment and dynamic adjustment in real time to reduce expenditures while maintaining high performance and efficiency. This signifies that our approach does fit for relevant decentralized self-adaptive systems. Besides that, the designtime verifications with SMC techniques indicate feasibility even for complex systems since time and scalability can largely not be an issue.
VII. RELATED WORK Our work makes a novel contribution to the process of verifying stochastic behaviors of decentralized self-adaptive systems qualitatively and quantitatively. Naturally, it touches a number of related areas. Related work mainly consists of, but is not limited to, two parts: i) software decentralization and adaptation, and ii) modeling and system analysis.
Decentralization guarantees portability and expandability of software, while self-adaptation with a closed MAPE loop is a hot topic and the primary framework for dealing with the increasing complexity of software systems. M. Usman Iftikhar and Danny Weyns proposed a formalized architecture model of a decentralized traffic monitoring system and proved a number of self-adaptation properties for flexibility and robustness [12] . Weyns et al. also introduces multiple MAPE loops to solve heterogeneous systems and make decisions to decentralize each of the MAPE functions [13] . Luciano Baresi et al. proposed an architecture supported by special-purpose languages and aspect oriented techniques for the design of component-based distributed self-adaptive systems, in which software artifacts are dynamically grouped and constantly supervised by a network of ad-hoc components [24] . Benedikt Eberhardinger et al. proposed a model-based approach to achieve awareness under test automation via run time model [25] . They also raised key challenges for testing selforganizing and adaptive systems [26] . Paolo et al. exploits the concept of multi-agent Abstract State Machines to specify distributed and decentralized adaptation control in terms of MAPE-K control loops [9] . However, these literatures do not take interactions between elements in decentralized systems into account or implicitly embedded these into MAPE loops. In our design framework, we explicitly consider features of self-adaptation control loops and decentralization of systems together and combine them into a new integrated framework.
System modeling with timed automata for the formal verification is a widely adopted technique. Rodríguez et al. modeled several different types of relationships among clocks, such as drifting clocks and synchronized clocks, of the distributed systems [15] . Gani et al. described how to model home care plans with complex temporal expressions from high level and user-oriented abstractions [14] . David et al. modeled socio-technical systems and socio-technical attacks via timed automata and perform quantities analysis of the model and attack [16] . However, the model checking problems discussed above are deterministic whereas lots of realistic problems are not. We introduce stochastic features to timed automata to model uncertainties in both environments and system behaviors. In terms of system analysis, SMC is a powerful and flexible approach for formal verification of computational models and has been used a lot [17] [18] [19] . In our work, we use SMC as well, as a best-of-both-worlds way to mainly solve estimation problems relating to the performance and adaptability of decentralized self-adaptive systems.
VIII.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Self-adaptation has been growing increasingly important. Though numerous excellent research efforts have been put into this area, self-adaptation as a field is still in its infancy, and existing knowledge and approaches are not adequate enough to address today's dynamic and ever-changing environments. In this paper, we mainly focus on the decentralized self-adaptive system and provide a whole process to verify and evaluate the adaptability of decentralized self-adaptive systems with stochastic behaviors. We also contribute a novel example extracted from practical applications in UAV usage scenarios to illustrate the feasibility of the whole approach.
In our future research, we plan to further elaborate on the work presented in this paper by applying the method to more practical scenarios with many remaining issues. For example, the situation that multiple local goals and global goals exist is in high probability, and how to properly deal with their interaction is a problem with multiple concerns in environment.
